PNW Power Grid
Clean Energy Fellows

Reimagine the structures for student access to influence the clean energy economy

This cohort of PNW leaders seeks to reimagine the structures in place in their region for building student access to and influence on the clean energy economy. Each Fellow or Fellows pair will develop unique programming that leverages community relationships, regional energy resources, place-based challenges, and industry expertise to deeply integrate justice-centered engagements into their educational environments.

- Develop an Action Plan to facilitate student engagement and shaping of the clean energy economy.
- Join the network of national leaders providing professional development and mentorship shaping clean energy education.
- Network with industry professionals in utilities, trades allies, renewable development, advanced manufacturing and others!

BENEFITS FOR COHORT FELLOWS
- $5000 stipend
- $2000 materials budget
- Collaboration with CE’s nationwide network of education and industry leaders.
- Leadership development training, with potential to lead trainings and present at conferences
- Compensation for additional training, presenting at conferences, and travel as opportunity arise

LEARN MORE AT OUR WEBINAR

APPLICATIONS CLOSE JUNE 1, 2024

CONTACT
Iain Sterry
STEM Engagement and Training Manager
isterry@b-e-f.org

https://cebrightfutures.org/

CE - Clean Energy, Bright Futures works with teacher-leaders to co-design educator professional development and student STEM engagements that develop wealth-building STEM skills in the next generation of the clean energy workforce.